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What an exciting summer for the NJGF as our incredible line-up of  

programming continues to make a difference in so many lives. It’s refreshing  

to see professional golfers return to their roots and support our mission of  

impacting lives and communities through the game of golf. In this spirit, I want 

to send out a special thanks to Morgan Hoffmann (Wycoff) and Kevin Foley 

(Somerville). You are true gentlemen, and the entire golfing community in the 

Garden State is rooting for you each week on both the PGA TOUR and 

Web.com Tour.      

In early August, it was a great privilege for the NJGF to finally break ground at 

Fiddler’s Elbow Country Club on the soon to be home of the NJPGA/NJGF. It’s 

going to be a wonderful venue to support NJGF programming year round.  

The annual NJGF Golf Classic, which was held on Monday, August 3rd at  

Baltusrol Golf Club, was a spectacular day.  Congratulations to Chairman’s 

Award winner, Andrew Vitale. A highlight of the day was the Special Olympics 

NJ-YAP Clinic (Young Athletes Program), where NJPGA Professionals, joined 

by Kevin Foley, introduced the game of golf to a wonderful group of boys and 

girls.   

Also, I want to extend my appreciation to our friends at the New Jersey Club 

Manager’s Association for their continued support and generosity. I’m thrilled to 

announce that the NJGF is now associated with the Kids2Kids Foundation, an 

incredible group of young high school students who have been inspired to “Give 

Back” to their community by introducing golf to boys and girls with special 

needs. 

Finally, as the kids are back in their classrooms in New Jersey, PGA  

Professionals remain committed to bringing the game to schools across the 

state. The NJPGA/NJGF operates one of the nation’s most prolific Golf In 

Schools programs, impacting more than 110,000 boys and girls (K-8th grade)  

at over 200 schools. This program -- which incorporates golf into the physical 

education curriculum at elementary and middle schools -- is fully funded by the 

NJGF and offered at no cost to school districts. It is our hope to expand to more 

schools in 2015-16, so more kids can experience the wonderful game of golf.  

That’s what we do, and we should be proud. 

Fairways Always, 

 

Gregg Angelillo 

President’s Message 
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The New Jersey Golf Foundation (NJGF) played host to 

the 9
th
 Annual NJGF Golf Classic, on Monday August 3rd 

at famed Baltusrol Golf Club in Springfield, NJ. The        

signature event on the foundation’s annual calendar, this 

year’s classic was a spectacular day as more than 

$140,000 was raised to support dynamic programming for 

youth, military and individuals with special needs. 

A highlight of the activities was the Special Olympics       

NJ-YAP Clinic (Young Athletes Program), where PGA   

Professionals, joined by professional golfer Kevin Foley 

(Somerville, NJ), introduced the game of golf to a group of 

boys and girls. As part of the event, the NJGF donated 

$12,500 to Special Olympics NJ, to support the growth of 

golf programming.  

As part of the event, Andrew A. Vitale, a Partner at      

Withum-Smith & Brown, Certified Public Accountants and         

Consultants, was presented with the 2015 Chairman’s 

Award, given annually to an individual who works tirelessly 

behind the scenes to support the NJGF’s programs and 

initiatives. 

“We are genuinely appreciative of the participation and 

generous contributions from our supporters, which enables 

us to run dynamic golf programs for youth, military and   

individuals with special needs each year,” said Chris Hunt, 

Executive Director, New Jersey Golf Foundation.  

For a photo gallery of the event please click HERE 

NJGF Golf Classic Raises $140,000  

to Support Golf Programming 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/njpga/albums/72157656377564688
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On Tuesday, August 18
th
, The New Jersey Section of the PGA of America (NJPGA) and its 

charitable arm, the New Jersey Golf Foundation (NJGF), in collaboration with Fiddler’s Elbow 

Country Club (FECC) in Bedminster, New Jersey, officially broke ground on a 3,360 square-

foot facility that will serve as the Association’s new corporate headquarters. The new HQ will 

be highlighted by a state-of-the-art indoor/outdoor training facility and the NJPGA Hall of 

Fame, featuring historic photos and memorabilia from the greatest players and moments 

throughout New Jersey’s illustrious golf history. 

The new HQ will also serve to host NJGF programming in 2016 and beyond. 

Photo Credit: NJPGA 

NJPGA/NJGF - Official Groundbreaking of New HQ 

Pictured L to R: Chris Hunt, Executive Director, NJGF; John Oliver, Board member, NJGF; Chris Bauer, 

Executive Director, NJPGA; Mary Ellen Donovan, Trustee, FECC;  Joe Kelly, Secretary, NJPGA; Ken 

Donovan, Trustee, FECC; David Reasoner, Vice President NJPGA & NJGF; Keith Donovan, Trustee, FECC;  

Mike Attara, Board member, NJGF;  Gregg Angelillo, President, NJGF;  Scott Paris, President, NJPGA 
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The top 125 players on the PGA TOUR descended on NJ  August 25th through August 30th to compete in The Barclays - 

the 1st leg in the Fed Ex Cup Playoffs - at Plainfield CC in  Edison. For the third consecutive year, Professional Golfer 

Morgan Hoffmann, (Wyckoff, New Jersey) did his part to help give back to aspiring junior golfers from his home state. 

Hoffmann participated in The Horizon Healthy Steps Challenge to raise funds for the New Jersey Golf Foundation. 

The Exclusive Health + Wellness Center Sponsor of The Barclays,  Horizon BCBSNJ made an initial contribution of 

$5,000 to the NJGF in support of youth golf programming. Additionally, for every 10,000 steps that Hoffmann recorded 

on his Fitbit during The Barclays, Horizon BCBSNJ agreed to donate an additional $1,000 to the NJGF. 

Hoffman totaled 62,189 steps during the tournament, thus, Horizon BCBSNJ generously donated another $6,000 to the 

NJGF, for a total contribution of $11,000.  

“Morgan Hoffmann has been a great supporter of the New Jersey Golf Foundation and Horizon’s efforts to promote 

healthy living during The Barclay’s Tournament by agreeing to our Healthy Steps Challenge,” said Jonathan R. Pearson, 

Director of Corporate Social Responsibility for Horizon BCBSNJ. 

While conducting a similar walking challenge in collaboration with Hoffmann during the 2013 & 2014 Barclays, Horizon 

BCBSNJ’s donated $21,500 to the NJGF.  

Click HERE to see the photo gallery from the event. 

Horizon BCBSNJ Teams Up with Pro Golfer and NJ Native Morgan 

Hoffmann for the Horizon Healthy Steps Challenge to Benefit the 

NJ Golf Foundation 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/njpga/albums/72157657773538962/with/20718279540/
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While the NJGF is proud to support organizations committed to introducing the game of golf to boys & 

girls with autism and other physical and cognitive disabilities, the partnership with K2K (Kids2Kids) is 

truly inspiring.     

Over the summer, the NJGF hosted a two-week clinic series in conjunction with K2K, an incredible 

group of young high school students who have been inspired to “Give Back” to their community through 

work with special needs children.  

 

Led by NJPGA Professionals and supported by K2K mentors, the summer program took place at      

Maverick Driving Range at the VA Hospital in Lyons. The summer golf program enabled the participating 

children to gain confidence & self-esteem, while the PGA Professionals formed strong friendships that 

will last a lifetime.  

 

All programming that K2K offers for boys and girls with special needs is designed to develop life-long 

skills, while ensuring that each activity is inclusive of family members to ensure success. Moreover, the 

mentoring component has proven to be a rewarding experience for the high school students, as they 

experience the true meaning of “Giving Back.” 

 
On the heels of the successful summer program, the NJGF and K2K will host a golf program inside the 

Gym of the Normandy Park School using adaptive equipment, appropriate for a school gymnasium. As 

the program progresses, plans include a spring/summer outdoor program in 2016 back at Maverick  

Driving Range at the Lyons VA. 

For more information on K2K, please visit http://www.kidstokids.us/programs/va-golf. 

K2K – Kids to Kids Inspires Boys & Girls 

with Special Needs to Tee-it-up 

http://www.kidstokids.us/programs/va-golf
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The New Jersey Club Foundation, the charitable arm of the NJ Club Managers Association 
(NJCMA), selected the NJGF as a charitable recipient of a 3-year, $15k donation. The NJGF 
will receive $5,000 a year through 2017, and all funds will be used to support programming 
for youth, military and special needs.  

The NJ Club Manager’s Association promotes and advances the profession of club  
management by fulfilling the educational, fraternal, social, recreational and related needs  
of its members.  

Michael Lusk (right), Chairman of the Board of Director’s for the New Jersey Club  
Foundation, joined by Executive Director of the NJ Club Managers Association, Rosemary 
Panno, presented a $5,000 check to Mickie Gallagher, Board Member for the NJGF during a 
recent event at Trump National Bedminster.  

For more information on the NJCMA and the NJGF please visit:  

http://www.njcma.org/club/scripts/section/section.asp?GRP=25242&NS=NJCF 

The NJGF is the Proud Recipient  

http://www.njcma.org/club/scripts/section/section.asp?GRP=25242&NS=NJCF
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What is medial epicondylitis? 

Medial epicondylitis, also known as golfer's elbow, 
baseball elbow, suitcase elbow, or forehand tennis   
elbow, is characterized by pain from the elbow to the 
wrist on the inside (medial side) of the elbow. The pain 
is caused by damage to the tendons that bend the wrist 
toward the palm. A tendon is a tough cord of tissue that 
connects muscles to bones. 

 

 

 

What causes medial epicondylitis? 

Medial epicondylitis is caused by the excessive force 
used to bend the wrist toward the palm, such as swing-
ing a golf club or pitching a baseball. Other possible 
causes of medial epicondylitis include the following: 

 Serving with great force in tennis or using          
a spin serve 

 Weak shoulder and wrist muscles 

 Using a too tightly strung, too short, and/or     
too heavy tennis racket 

 Throwing a javelin 

 Carrying a heavy suitcase 

 Chopping wood with an ax 

 Operating a chain saw 

 Frequent use of other hand tools on a           
continuous basis 

What are the symptoms of medial  

epicondylitis? 

The following are the most common symptoms of     
medial epicondylitis. However, each individual may   
experience symptoms differently. 

The most common symptom of medial epicondylitis is 
pain along the palm side of the forearm, from the elbow 
to the wrist, on the same side as the little finger.  

The pain can be felt when bending the wrist toward the 
palm against resistance, or when squeezing a rubber 
ball. 

The symptoms of medial epicondylitis may resemble 
other medical problems or conditions. Always consult 
your doctor for a diagnosis. 

How is medial epicondylitis diagnosed? 

The diagnosis of medial epicondylitis usually can be 
made based on a physical examination. The doctor  
may rest the arm on a table, palm side up, and ask the     
patient to raise the hand by bending the wrist against 
resistance. If a person has medial epicondylitis, pain 
usually is felt in the inner aspect of the elbow. 

 

 

 

 

 

Treatment for medial epicondylitis 

Specific treatment for medial epicondylitis will be      
determined by your doctor based on: 

    Your age, overall health, and medical history 

 Extent of the condition 

 Your tolerance for specific medications,        
procedures, and therapies 

 Expectation for the course of the condition 

    Your opinion or preference 

Treatment for medial epicondylitis includes stopping   
the activity that produces the symptoms. It is important 
to avoid the movement that caused the condition in the 
first place. Treatment may include: 

 Ice pack application (to reduce inflammation) 

 Strengthening exercises 

 Anti-inflammatory medications 

 Bracing 

 Corticosteroid injections 

 Surgery (rarely necessary) 

Medial Epicondylitis -- Golfer's Elbow 


